effects. Trauma significantly reduced sound-evoked potential (SEP) amplitudes 23
and increased SEP latencies in control genotypes. SEP amplitude but not latency 24 effects recovered after 7 d. While trauma produced no gross morphological 25 changes in the auditory organ, Johnston's Organ (JO), mitochondrial cross-26 sectional area was reduced 7 d after exposure. In nrv3 heterozygous flies, which 27 slightly compromise ion homeostasis, trauma had exaggerated effects on SEP 28 amplitude and mitochondrial morphology, suggesting a key role for ion 29 homeostasis in resistance to acoustic trauma. Thus Drosophila exhibit acoustic 30 trauma effects resembling those found in vertebrates, including inducing 31 metabolic stress in sensory cells. This first report of noise trauma in Drosophila is 32 a foundation for studying molecular and genetic sequelae of NIHL. 33
34

Significance 35
NIHL is an important health issue, yet its mechanisms and potential treatments 36 remain unclear. We present the first study of NIHL in the fruit fly Drosophila, 37 which has many advantages as a NIHL model. We examined auditory function 38 and structure after exposing flies to acoustic trauma. Trauma impairs auditory 39 5 mechanoreceptors (or scolopidia -see Fig 1A-C) . Via the aristae, acoustic 66 energy is transformed to rotational movement of the third antennal segment, 67 activating mechanosensitive channels on JO neuron dendrites. Like vertebrate 68 hair cells, JO neurons are ciliated and respond to mechanical stimulation. While 69 JO has morphologically diverged from hair cells in the human inner ear, the 70 genetic program for its development shares a strong homology (19, 20) . For 71 example, the Atoh1 gene required for vertebrate auditory hair cell specification 72 was found by direct homology to the fly atonal gene required for JO specification 73
and atonal/Atoh1 genes can be functionally exchanged between mice and flies 74 (21,22). The advantages of studying hearing in Drosophila are that the genome is 75 fully sequenced, genetic tools for extensively manipulating the genome are at 76 hand, genetic background effects can be effectively eliminated, and large 77
numbers of individuals can be tested. 78
In this study, we establish Drosophila as an inexpensive and flexible model 79 system for genetic and physiological study of NIHL. We exposed two control 80 strains (Canton-S, 40AG13) to acute acoustic trauma, and examined 81 physiological, behavioral and anatomical effects. Our findings show immediate 82 effects on auditory function, with reduced and delayed evoked activity. While 83 evoked potential amplitudes were restored after 7 d, the latency of these 84 potentials did not fully recover and we found significant changes in JO neural 85 mitochondrial morphology. We also tested mutant flies with a reduced copy 86 number of nervana 3 (nrv3) encoding a Na + /K + ATPase β subunit expressed in 87 JO neurons (23). We hypothesized that compromised JO ionic homeostasis 88 would confer susceptibility to noise trauma. Indeed, nrv3 heterozygotes showed 89 increased sensitivity to trauma and a significantly reduced auditory functional 90
recovery. 91
Results
92
Physiological/Behavioral Responses to Trauma in Control Strains 93
Electrophysiology of non-traumatized wildtype Canton-S (CS) and 40AG13 94 flies (Fig 2A,B, dark bars) showed clear responses to the pulse stimuli, with 95 sound-evoked potential (SEP) amplitudes similar to previous studies (18). We 96 focused on test stimuli presented at 85 dB SPL (14.2 mm/s PV), as this most 97 closely approximates the levels heard naturally during courtship interactions (24) . 98
Responses increased monotonically with increasing stimulus SPL from 65 dB 99 (0.5 mm/s PV) to 85 dB (Fig S1A-C, dark bars). Increasing the SPL to 95 dB 100 (40.7 mm/s PV) resulted in similar or slightly decreased responses (Fig S1D,  101 dark bars), also matching previous behavioral results (25). Untreated CS flies 102 showed larger SEP amplitudes than 40AG13 flies at all time-points and for all 103 stimulus levels (Fig 2, Fig S1 , dark bars), reflecting differences in strain genetic 104
backgrounds. 105
SEPs of flies exposed to acoustic trauma showed highly significant 106 decreases immediately after trauma cessation (Fig 2A,B, 0d; p<0. 
001, t-test). 107
SEP amplitudes for CS and 40AG13 flies were reduced 18.5% and 15.8% from 108 non-traumatized groups, respectively. Reductions were significant across 109 stimulus SPL range (Fig S1A-D, 0d) , with trauma-induced SEP reductions 110 generally larger in response to lower SPL stimuli. At 7 d post-trauma, no 111 significant differences were seen between treatment groups, regardless of 112 genotype or SPL (Fig 2A,B, Fig S1A-D, 7d ; t-test), indicating that JO can recover 113 from traumatic sound. 114
Trauma also affected song-induced courtship behavior in male 40AG13 115 flies, as revealed in a male auditory courtship assay (25). This strain was chosen 116 for behavioral study for its robust activity in this assay. Immediately after trauma, 117 males showed significantly reduced courtship behavior compared to control flies 118 (Fig 2C, 0d) . At 7 d after trauma, courtship responses were not significantly 119 different between control and traumatized flies (Fig 2C, 7d) . To ensure that 120 directed courtship activity differences were not due to underlying changes in 121 baseline locomotor behavior, we quantified locomotor activity for 1 hr after 122 cessation of trauma (a time span much longer than the duration of courtship 123 behavioral experiments). Trauma had no noticeable effect on overall locomotor 124 behavior (Fig 2D) . 125
Acoustic trauma also affected timing of SEP responses to song pulses. 126
Immediately post-trauma, SEPs to the second stimulus pulse (Fig 3A #2 , grey 127 box) of non-traumatized flies had the lowest latencies. In traumatized flies, these 128 latencies depended similarly on pulse number, but were significantly delayed 129 compared to controls by ~44-52 µs ( Fig 3A, white boxes; p<0.0001, Welch's t-130 test). At 7 d after trauma (Fig 3B) , latencies also increased with pulse number. 131
Increased latencies were still seen in traumatized flies compared to controls (Fig  132   3B , white boxes; p=0.0337-0.0066, Welch's t-test), but latency differences were 133 reduced to ~29-37 µs for subsequent pulses. Importantly, this incomplete 134 recovery of latency is unlike SEP amplitudes, which recover to levels 135 indistinguishable from controls after 7 d. 136
Physiological Response to Trauma in nrv3 Mutants
In mammals, acoustic trauma induces metabolic stress in cochlear hair cells 138 and spiral ganglion neurons, changing mitochondrial fission/fusion dynamics, and 139 with sufficiently intense trauma, inducing apoptosis pathways (5,26,27). To test 140 whether flies with slightly compromised physiological components would be 141 sensitized to acoustic trauma, we exposed flies heterozygous for a mutation in 142 the nervana 3 (nrv3) gene, encoding a Na + /K + ATPase β subunit specifically 143 expressed in auditory neurons (23; Fig S5) , to acoustic trauma and measured 144
SEPs. The Na + /K + ATPase is expressed in JO scolopidia where it likely regulates 145 ion homeostasis (23). We hypothesized that mutant heterozygote JO neurons 146 would be more severely affected by constitutive activity driven by the trauma 147 stimulus, and demonstrate a higher sensitivity to trauma-induced metabolic 148
stress. 149
Compared with 40AG13/CyO sibling control flies, untreated nrv3/40AG13 150 heterozygotes had similar SEP amplitudes at all time-points (Fig 4A, B, dark  151 bars). Immediately after trauma, however, control and mutant flies had significant 152 SEP reductions (Fig 4A,B, (Fig 4A, 7d ; t-test), while nrv3 159 heterozygotes (Fig 4B, 7d) had not fully recovered, with SEP values significantly 160 lower than non-traumatized flies (p=0.0311, t-test; a 16.4% reduction). 161
Anatomical Effects of Trauma in Control and nrv3 Mutants 162
Using TEM, we examined the JO scolopidia of traumatized and control 163 flies (40AG13, and nrv3 heterozygotes) for anatomical differences at 0, 1 and 7 d 164 post-trauma (for scolopidial morphology see Fig 1A-C) . No consistent gross 165 morphological differences were found due to genotype or trauma condition (Fig  166   S2-4) . All scolopidia showed normal structure in both cross-and longitudinal 167 sections. These results suggest robust homeostatic mechanisms that maintain 168 the auditory organ's physiological competence even under high duty-cycle 169 metabolic stress. 40AG13/CyO control mitochondria did not show significant reduction in area (Fig  177   5A 0d, 1d) , while 7d post-trauma a 13.8% decrease in area was found (Fig 5A  178 7d; p<0.001, Kruskal-Wallis). Non-exposed nrv3/40AG13 mutant heterozygotes 179 (Fig 5B, grey bars) 
Effect of Acoustic Trauma on Circadian Locomotor Behavior 188
Acoustic trauma, in addition to sensorineural effects, may affect the animals' 189 gross behavior and activity levels, which in turn may manifest as changes to 190 mitochondrial morphology. To control for this indirect effect, we exposed several 191 fly lines to sham and noise trauma, and monitored circadian locomotor behavior 192 (see SI). In the first experiment (Fig S7) we found no obvious differences in 193 locomotion or circadian effects for flies of Canton-S or 40AG13 control strains at 194 1 h resolution (Fig S7A1-2) , and both sham and noise-treated flies of both 195 genotypes show expected crepuscular activity peaks during L:D conditions (Fig  196   S7A , days 1-5, alternating light/shaded regions). Decreasing temporal resolution 197 to 12 and 24 hr (Fig S7B1-2 , C1-2) also revealed no significant acoustic trauma 198
effects. 199
In the second experiment, we tested 40AG13, 40AG13/CyO, and 200 nrv3/40AG13 flies (Fig S8) . Again, no qualitative differences in hourly locomotion 201 due to noise trauma were observed in any genotype (Fig S8A1-3) , with no 202 significant trauma effects at the 12 or 24 hr resolution ( Fig S8B1-3 
and C1-3). 203
Our results are consistent with the idea that the decreased mitochondrial areas 204 seen in 40AG13/CyO and nrv3/40AG13 require normal auditory function, rather 205 than arising as a by-product of altered locomotor behavior post trauma treatment. 206
Discussion 207
In this study we establish that Drosophila react to acute acoustic trauma with 208 significant changes in auditory physiological response magnitude and latency, 209 auditory behavior and mitochondrial size. In studies using cats (28), gerbils (29) Importantly, our results show that this physiological effect has significant 220 consequences on whole organism behavior. That traumatized 40AG13 males 221 show reduced courtship behavior (Fig 2C) suggests that the reduction in auditory 222 system function has a real effect on mating behavior. We currently cannot 223 determine whether the reduction in courtship is attributable only to a sensory 224 deficit in the auditory system or there are also effects of trauma on courtship 225 circuits downstream of hearing. However, noise trauma did not significantly 226 change fly locomotor behavior immediately after (Fig 2D) or 1 week post-trauma 227 (Fig S7-8) , suggesting there is no general effect of trauma on behavior. 228
Canton-S SEPs showed larger non-traumatized SEP responses across all 229
SPLs used (Fig 2, Fig S1) and demonstrated slightly smaller reductions in SEP 230 magnitudes in response to trauma than did 40AG13, suggesting that genetic 231 background differences affect hearing sensitivity and response to physiological 232 perturbation. Genomic differences have significant effects on the susceptibility 233 and response to interventions in NIHL and age-related hearing loss in mice 234 (32,33) and humans (34). A strength of Drosophila is that rapid generation times, 235 large number of lines, and diverse molecular and genomic tools enable large 236 scale and fine resolution genetic studies, making it an excellent system to study 237 interactions between genetic background effects and NIHL. by trauma, which may involve ongoing degeneration of neuronal elements (9). 265
One striking result of our study is the lack of JO gross morphological 266 changes after trauma. In vertebrates, acoustic trauma often correlates with 267 stereocilia disruption (37), OHC and IHC damage or loss (4,6,7,26,37), spiral 268 ganglion cell loss (6,7,14,37), and damage to supporting tissue and non-sensory 269 cochlear cell types (6,7). While nompC is an important mechanosensitive 270 channel in Drosophila auditory function (18,38,39), the identity, arrangement and 271 structure of other mechanotransduction system elements (additional 272 mechanosensitive ion channels, support and connector proteins, etc.) in JO 273 sensory neuron cilia are unclear (40). Thus, we cannot rule out that noise traumamechanically disrupts this system as observed in vertebrate IHC stereocilia (41). In contrast to gross morphology, we found sub-cellular trauma-induced 300 changes. Traumatized flies showed consistent and robust decreases in 301 mitochondrial cross-sectional area in JO neurons, and these changes were not 302 associated with any changes in circadian locomotor behavior (Fig S7-8) .
reactive-oxygen species (ROS) production (27,46-48). Reduced mitochondrial 306 size is often associated with disrupted balance of ongoing mitochondrial 307 fission/fusion, biasing the system towards fission. Increased fission is also 308 associated with cellular metabolic stress, and may activate apoptotic pathways 309 (49,50). Elevated metabolic stress may arise from excitotoxicity (46,47), and/or 310 disruption of ionic homeostasis (27,46). The latter is supported by nrv3 311 heterozygote responses to noise trauma. The reduced Na + /K + -ATPase β subunit 312 in JO neurons (Fig S5) is sufficient to maintain normal sensory function (Fig 4B)  313 under non-traumatized conditions, but not with increased demands under noise 314 trauma. This manifests in an exaggerated immediate hearing detriment, lack of 315 full recovery 7 d after trauma (Fig 4B) , and exaggerated mitochondrial size 316 reduction in mutant heterozygotes (Fig 5B) . Thus, the acoustic trauma protocol 317 can be used to reveal cryptic or dominant phenotypes in animals with 318 compromised genotypes whose hearing appears normal under unstressed 319 conditions. The result is particularly striking, as the mutants still had one 320 functional nrv3 gene copy. 321
Notably, the processes underlying the physiological and anatomical 322 deficits seem to be somewhat 'decoupled', or acting on different time scales. In 323 both 40AG13/CyO and nrv3/40AG13 flies, the physiological deficit from trauma is 324 
Materials and Methods 346
Genetic strains 347
Adult wild-type Canton-S and control 40AG13 (described in 25) flies were 348
used. In addition, we crossed nrv3 15 genotype/trauma treatment group identities were blinded to the experimenter and 393 used in random order. Equal numbers of male and female flies were used in 394 each recording session. Averaged SEPs were calculated and analyzed off-line 395 using numerical analysis software (GNU Octave). For SEP magnitudes, 396 differences between control and traumatized groups were tested at all time-397 points and SPLs using Student's t-test (two-tailed; α = 0.05), with Welch's 398 correction if data were heteroscedastic. SEP latencies were defined as the time 399 elapsed between the first positive peak of each stimulus pulse to the first large 400 negative peak of the associated SEP (Fig 1D) . Because these times incorporate 401 the sound particle velocity travel time from the speaker to the fly and because the 402 'zero' point is arbitrary, the absolute values of the calculated SEP latencies are 403 less important than the values relative to each other. Timing data were similar for 404 both genotypes (determined using histograms and Bartlett's test for homogeneity 405 of variance), so SEP latency data were pooled for CS and 40AG13 flies. Post-406 stimulus peak latencies were determined for pulses 2-5 in the train. Analysis of 407 the first pulse was omitted due to hardware-induced variability in the pulse 408
shape. Statistical differences were tested using Welch's modified t-test (two-409 tailed; α = 0.05), due to sample heteroscedasticity. 410
Courtship Behavior Analysis 411
The courtship behavior of traumatized and control 40AG13 flies was 412 examined using established protocols (25), with the following modifications. 413
Synthetic pulse stimuli ranged from 76-78 dB SPL (0.9-2.0 mm/s PV) within the 414 behavior chamber. Courtship behavior was scored during 1 min of silence 415 followed by 1 min of synthetic pulse song, and normalized courtship index (CI) 416 scores were calculated as a % increase in directed courtship behavior by dividing 417 the CI scores for males presented song to those during the preceding silence. 418
Significance was tested with Student's t-test (two-tailed; α = 0.05) after verifying 419 normality and homoscedasticity. 420
Circadian locomotor analysis 421
Circadian rhythm analysis was performed as described (51) neurons containing a large and well-defined nucleus profile (Fig. 1C) 
